NOTIFICATION

AVOID RUMOURS

It is brought to the notice of all that there are some unscrupulous elements circulating fake news in form of lookalike circulars about CBSE board exams, evaluation, pass criteria through various social media groups with the sole purpose of misleading innocent students and parents.

The board has in the recent past taken strict action against rumormongers by filing FIRs against individuals, links under IT act, it will be again compelled to trace the sources and book these miscreants under law.

Public and media is also informed not to believe such rumours and check official announcements on the Board’s official handles.

Website: www.cbse.nic.in or its social media as follows:

• Instagram: https://instagram.com/cbse_hq_1929
• Twitter: https://twitter.com/cbseindia29
• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cbseindia29/
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Secretary, CBSE